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Matching 2.5D Face Scans to 3D Models
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Abstract—The performance of face recognition systems that use two-dimensional images depends on factors such as lighting and
subject’s pose. We are developing a face recognition system that utilizes three-dimensional shape information to make the system more
robust to arbitrary pose and lighting. For each subject, a 3D face model is constructed by integrating several 2.5D face scans which are
captured from different views. 2.5D is a simplified 3D (x, y, z) surface representation that contains at most one depth value (z direction) for
every point in the (x, y) plane. Two different modalities provided by the facial scan, namely, shape and texture, are utilized and integrated
for face matching. The recognition engine consists of two components, surface matching and appearance-based matching. The surface
matching component is based on a modified Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. The candidate list from the gallery used for
appearance matching is dynamically generated based on the output of the surface matching component, which reduces the complexity of
the appearance-based matching stage. Three-dimensional models in the gallery are used to synthesize new appearance samples with
pose and illumination variations and the synthesized face images are used in discriminant subspace analysis. The weighted sum rule
is applied to combine the scores given by the two matching components. Experimental results are given for matching a database of
200 3D face models with 598 2.5D independent test scans acquired under different pose and some lighting and expression changes.
These results show the feasibility of the proposed matching scheme.
Index Terms—Face recognition, 3D model, multimodal, surface matching, appearance-based.
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INTRODUCTION

A

human face recognition is a challenging task
that has gained a lot of attention during the last decade
[1], [2]. While most efforts have been devoted to face
recognition from two-dimensional (2D) images [1], a few
approaches have utilized depth information provided by
2.5D range images [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13]. Current 2D face recognition systems can achieve good
performance in constrained environments; however, they
still encounter difficulties in handling large amounts of facial
variations due to head pose, lighting conditions, and facial
expressions [14] (see Fig. 1). Because the human face is a threedimensional (3D) object whose 2D projection (image or
appearance) is sensitive to the above changes, utilizing
3D face information can improve the face recognition
performance [15], [14]. Range images captured explicitly by
a 3D sensor [16], [17] contain facial surface shape information.
The 3D shape of a facial surface represents the face structure,
which is related to the internal face anatomical structure
instead of external appearance and environment. It is also
more difficult to fake a 3D face compared to a 2D face image to
circumvent the face recognition system.
In this research, 3D models are used to recognize 2.5D face
scans, provided by commercial 3D sensors, such as Minolta
Vivid series [17]. A 2.5D scan is a simplified 3D (x, y, z) surface
representation that contains at most one depth value
(z direction) for every point in the (x, y) plane, associated
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with a registered texture image (see Fig. 2). Each scan can only
provide a single viewpoint of the object, instead of the full
3D view. In real-world scenarios, similar to the current
2D camera capture systems, 3D sensors provide only partial
views of the face. However, during the training (enrollment)
stage, a 3D face model can be constructed by taking several
scans from different viewpoints. Therefore, we address the
scenario that matches a 2.5D facial scan to 3D models.
Currently, matching 2.5D scans to 3D models has a limited
range of applications, such as high security access control,
due to the cost of 3D data acquisition. But, with continued
progress in 3D imaging technology [18], we expect that costefficient nonintrusive 3D data capture will become readily
available. Three-dimensional facial structure reconstruction
from images has received substantial attention [19], [20], [21],
[15] not only to improve the visual quality, but also for
improving the metrical accuracy [22].
Face recognition based on range images has been addressed in a number of different ways. Cartoux et al. [3] used
facial profiles extracted from 3D range images for face
recognition. Lee and Milios [4] segmented the range image
to obtain the convex regions, based on the sign of the mean and
Gaussian curvatures at each point. These convex regions
correspond to distinct facial features. The Extended Gaussian
Image (EGI) is used to represent each convex region. A
similarity metric between two regions is defined to match the
facial features of the two face images. Gordon [5] explored the
face feature extraction for recognition based on depth and
curvature features. Achermann et al. [6] applied the eigenface
and Hidden Markov Model techniques to range image-based
recognition. Tanaka et al. [7] considered the face recognition
problem as a 3D shape recognition problem of rigid free-form
surfaces. Their method is based on the surface curvature
information. Chua et al. [8] extended the use of Point
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. Face appearance variations.

Fig. 2. (a) A frontal 2.5D scan viewed from different viewpoints and (b) the full 3D model.

Signature to recognize frontal face scans with different
expressions, which was treated as a 3D recognition problem
of nonrigid surfaces. Beumier and Acheroy [9] extracted the
profiles (curves) both from depth and gray-scale image for
face verification. Hesher et al. [10] applied the PCA to the
range image, and estimated probability models for the
coefficients. Pan et al. [11] utilized the partial directed
Hausdorff distance to align and match two range images for
verification. Bronstein et al. [12] proposed an algorithm based
on geometric invariants, in an attempt to deal with facial
expression variations for face recognition. Work by Chang
et al. [23] demonstrated that face recognition systems based on
either two-dimensional texture information or 2.5D range
information have similar performance characteristics. However, they went on to show that significant improvements can
be made if a system uses a combination of texture and shape
information. They applied PCA to both 2D and 3D face data.
Different methods have been used to address face
recognition based on range images, but most of them have
focused on only frontal view recognition. Further, most of
these methods only use the surface shape information. But
the appearance or texture component also plays an
important role in the face recognition process, especially
when the shapes of two faces in the gallery are similar.
Facial appearance in 2D images is the projection of a 3D face
object with lighting effects, containing the texture information of the face. Table 1 lists a number of factors which can
change the facial information. Although the 3D shape will
not change due to pose and lighting variations, it can still
change due to expression and the aging factor. Using

3D shape information alone cannot fully handle all the
variations which a face recognition system encounters.
We propose a combination scheme, which integrates
surface (shape) matching and constrained appearancebased methods for multiview face matching (see Fig. 3)
under some illumination changes and some expression
variations. The surface matching utilizes the 3D shape
information, while the appearance-based methods explore
the texture clues. Integrating these two different modalities
(shape and texture) may provide a more robust face
recognition system to overcome the limitations encountered
in the traditional 2D image-based face recognition system
under pose and lighting changes. The appearance-based
stage is constrained to a small candidate list generated by
the surface matching stage, which reduces the classification
complexity. In the conventional appearance-based algorithms, all the subjects in the training database are used for
subspace analysis and construction. When the number of
TABLE 1
Relationship between Face Variation Factors and
Facial Properties (Shape and Appearance)
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Fig. 3. Matching scheme.

Fig. 4. Three-dimensional face model construction.

subjects is large, this leads to a problem due to large
interclass similarity. In our scheme, the 3D model is utilized
to synthesize training samples with facial appearance
variations, which are used for discriminant subspaces
analysis. The matching scores obtained by the two matching
components are combined to make the final decision.
In Section 2, we will present our 3D face model construction procedures. Section 3 describes the surface matching
scheme. The constrained appearance-based matching component is proposed in Section 4. The integration scheme is
presented in Section 5. Section 6 provides our experimental
procedures for testing the system and results. Conclusions
and our future work are provided in Section 7.

2

ThREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL CONSTRUCTION

Since each 2.5D scan obtained by a Minolta Vivid910 scanner
can only cover a partial view of the full 3D face, the 3D face
model for each subject is constructed by stitching several
2.5D scans obtained from different viewpoints, which cover
the full facial area. In our current setup, five scans are used,
i.e., frontal, left 30 degrees, left 60 degrees, right 30 degrees,
and right 60 degrees. The 2.5 scans are first registered. Then,
they are merged to resolve the ambiguity and create a surface
model. Basic clean-up procedures are applied to fill holes,
smooth the surface, and remove noisy points associated with
hair and clothing. The end result is a smooth, full view,
texture mapped mesh model of the face for each of our
subjects. All the techniques used in the model construction
procedures are well-studied in the computer graphics and
vision research communities [24], [25], [26], [27]. For easy

manipulation, a commercial software, called Geomagic
Studio [28] is currently used during our model construction
process. Fig. 4 demonstrates the 3D face model construction
procedure. The resulting model is highly dense, containing
approximately 27,000 vertices and 50,000 polygons. It can be
used to render new realistic facial appearance with pose and
illumination variations.

3

SURFACE MATCHING

In order to match two facial surfaces (2.5D test scan and
3D model), we follow the coarse-to-fine strategy shown in
Fig. 5.

3.1 Feature Point Extraction and Coarse Alignment
There are two objectives for extracting feature points from the
2.5D scans. First, three labeled feature points are used to
calculate the rigid transformation that will align the 2.5D scan
with the 3D model [29]. Second, specific feature points are
needed to align a grid of control points, which are used in our
fine alignment step. In the first stage, any three labeled feature
points can be used as long as each point is matched with the
same point on the 3D model. However, in the second stage,
specific points are needed (inside corners of the eyes, outside
corners of the eyes, and nose tip) to align a grid of control
points to the face (see Fig. 9). These specific points can be
calculated by back-projection using the rigid transformation
discovered for the first objective.
Feature points are selected by determining the local
shape index at each point within the 2.5D scan [30]. The
shape index at point p is defined using the maximum (k1 )
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Fig. 5. Surface matching streamline. The alignment results are shown by the 3D model overlaid on the wire-frame of the 2.5D test scan.

Fig. 6. Nine representative shapes on the shape index scale [30].

and minimum (k2 ) local curvature (see (1)). The shape index
takes a value in the interval [0, 1].
1 1
k1 ðpÞ þ k2 ðpÞ
:
SðpÞ ¼  arctan
2 
k1 ðpÞ  k2 ðpÞ

ð1Þ

The low end of the shape index scale represents a
spherical cup while the high end of the scale represents a
spherical cap. In the middle of the scale (value of 0.5) is a
saddle point, see Fig. 6. This shape calculation is independent of the coordinate system and, therefore, it is a
potentially useful metric for finding similar points between
2.5D face scans with different poses.

Fig. 7. Shape index images. The dark regions represent lower values
and the light regions represent higher values.

Fig. 7 shows the shape index image of two facial scans.
Notice that there are several consistencies (correspondences) between these two different scans of the same face.
For example, the area between the eyes and the bridge of
the nose is consistently trough shaped.
Using a combination of the pose invariant shape index, the
3D coordinates, and the texture image, we have developed
heuristics to locate a set of candidate feature points. This set of
candidate points is designed to match with similar anchor
points already identified on the 3D models. Usually, a large
number of (more than the minimum of three) candidate
points are selected, many of them being invalid. The general
strategy is to use simple heuristics to select a sufficiently large
set of points that contains at least three valid feature points
and then search this list to find the best three point/label pairs.
For example, among all the facial scans, both frontal and
profile views,1 an easy feature point to identify is the inside
edge of an eye right next to the bridge of the nose, because this
point has a shape index value that is very close to zero and the
area around this point has a consistent shape index value
across all face images and poses, see Fig. 8 for an illustration.
Simple heuristics are also used to select the candidates
for other feature points, e.g., the nose tip. The more in-depth
description of the applied heuristics is provided in [31]. The
false alarms generated by the simple heuristics are filtered
out by the following searching algorithm.
1. The “profile” is used to describe the pose changes greater than
45 degrees from the frontal view.
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Fig. 8. Identifying feature points in the shape index space. (a) Frontal view. (b) Profile view. The shape index value is inverted for better illustration.

Once we have a list of feature point candidates, the next
step is to search through all possible points with all possible
labels to find the best point/label triplet that transforms the
2.5D scan onto the 3D model. The best point/label triplet is a
set of three points with three labels that generates the best
transformation from the 2.5D scan onto the 3D model. In
order to evaluate the quality of the transformation, a uniform
sample of control points is selected from the 2.5D scan and
projected onto the 3D model. The distance from each point to
the surface of the 3D model is summed and used as a fitness
function. The transformation, which produces the smallest
value of the fitness function, is determined to be the best
transformation and associated feature points.
An exhaustive search of all possible sets of triplets is not
practical. A set of constraints has been developed to prune the
search area. We have formulated the problem into a standard
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) and handled the
problem using a relaxation-labeling algorithm [32]. The
constraints used are based on a flexible model of the
relationships between the points on human faces. For
example, the distance between the inside of an eye and the
outside of the eye is no less than 20 mm and no more than
50 mm; the shape index of the nose tip must be greater than
0.5, etc. Most of these constraints are conservative and are
designed to prune the obviously wrong point/label choices.
The complete list of the types of constraints used in our
feature extractor is given in [31].
Once three points are identified, the coarse alignment
transformation can be calculated. There are six parameters to
be recovered for the rigid transformation, three for the
3D rotation and three for 3D translation. For simplicity, we
use the algorithm in [29], where the transformation with
6 degrees of freedom is decomposed into several simpler
transformations, which are easier to estimate and calculate.

3.2 Fine Alignment
The coarse alignment can only provide an approximation of
the true registration due to the location displacement of the
estimated feature points. But for the purpose of surface
matching, the two sets of 3D points (one from 2.5D scan and
one from 3D model) should be further tuned for fine
registration. Because both the scan and model contain
highly dense data, it is possible to find a good approximation of the closest points in each data set, which is the basis
of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) framework [33], [34],
[35]. The basic Iterative Closest Point scheme is as follows:
1.
2.

Select control points in one point set.
Find the closest points in the other point set
(correspondence).

Calculate the optimal transformation between the
two sets based on the current correspondence.
4. Transform the points; repeat step 2, until
convergence.
Starting with an initial estimate of the rigid transformation derived in the coarse alignment stage, ICP iteratively
updates the transformation parameters by alternately
choosing corresponding (control) points in the 3D model
and the 2.5D scan and finding the best translation and
rotation that minimizes an error function based on the
distance between them.
Besl and McKay [33] used point-to-point distance and a
close-form solution when calculating the transformation
matrix during each iteration. With the KD-tree data structure
[36], [37] integrated, the algorithm can be efficiently implemented. The point-to-plane distance used in [34] makes
the ICP algorithm less susceptible to local minima than the
point-to-point metric [38]. It also needs a fewer number of
iterations to converge. But, point-to-plane distance-based ICP
has to solve a nonlinear optimization problem using numerical algorithms. Since the scan and model are represented as a
dense mesh, the normal for each vertex can be calculated,
which makes the computation of point-to-plane distance
feasible. We integrate Besl’s and Chen’s ICP algorithms [33],
[34] in a zigzag running style, and call it the hybrid
ICP algorithm. Each iteration consists of two steps, using
Besl’s scheme to compute an estimation of the alignment,
followed by Chen’s scheme for a refinement. The hybrid
algorithm has the potential to combine the advantages of each
individual component in terms of the robustness and
efficiency.
In order to increase the number of correspondences,
regions were selected within the face scans that do not vary
greatly between the scans. Fig. 9 shows the grids used for
control point selection for various poses. Regions around the
eyes and nose were selected because these regions are less
malleable than other parts of the face (such as the region
around the mouth, which changes greatly with facial
expression). The fine alignment results are demonstrated in
Fig. 5d. Other nonuniform control point selection schemes,
such as curvature-based sampling schemes, can also be
applied.
3.

3.3 Surface Matching Distance
The root mean square distance minimized by the ICP
algorithm is used as the primary matching distance
between a face scan and the 3D model. We use the pointto-plane distance metric MDICP defined in [34].
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Fig. 9. Automatic control point selection, based on three feature points (shown in “+”), for a left profile, frontal, and right profile scans. About
100 control points are selected in each scan.

MDICP

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
Nc
u1 X
¼t
d2 ððpi Þ; Si Þ;
Nc i¼1

ð2Þ

where dð; Þ is the point-to-plane metric, ðÞ is the rigid
transformation applied to each control point pi in the 2.5D test
scan, Si is the corresponding tangent plane in the 3D model
with regards to pi , and Nc is the number of control points. The
smaller the MDICP , the better the surface matching.

4

CONSTRAINED APPEARANCE-BASED MATCHING

In addition to the 3D shape, texture, contained in a
2D intensity image, is also an important cue for face
recognition. There are a number of appearance-based
algorithms for image-based face recognition [39], [40],
[41]. The typical appearance-based method analyzes the
intensity correlation between all the pixels in the image,
which is a global characteristic of the face image. The
alignment of the training and test images is important to the

Fig. 10. Lighting simulation. The light bulb denotes the simulated light
source.

matching accuracy of the appearance-based algorithms [42].
The ICP registration procedure aligns the test scan and the
3D model, so the pose is already normalized. By synthesizing new appearance (image variations) from the constructed 3D model, additional training samples of the
subjects can be obtained. This allows us to use the linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) for appearance-based matching [40], [43]. Instead of using all the subjects in the
database, the LDA is applied only to a small list of
candidates, which is generated dynamically by the surface
matching stage for each test scan. We call this as the
constrained appearance-based matching in our framework.

Fig. 11. Cropped synthesized training samples for discriminant subspace
analysis. (a) Test (scan) image, (b) image rendered by the 3D model after
pose normalization (alignment), (c)-(f) images synthesized by the
3D model with shift displacement in horizontal and vertical directions,
and (g)-(j) images synthesized by the 3D model with lighting changes.
Only gray scale is used for appearance-based analysis. Because the
pose is normalized and feature points are known, the cropping is done
automatically.
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Fig. 12. An example of Minolta Vivid 910 facial scan. (a) Data capture scenario, (b) texture image, (c) range image, showing points closer to the
sensor in red, and (d) 3D visualization.

Fig. 13. An example of data collection for each individual. (a)-(e) are used for constructing the 3D model stored in the MSU gallery database. (f)-(k) are
used for testing, which contains variations in pose, lighting, and expression (smiling).

4.1 Appearance Synthesis
Each subject is represented by a 3D face model with neutral
expression in the database. In order to apply the subspace
analysis based on the facial appearance, many training
samples, which are aligned with the test sample, are needed
[40], [43]. After the surface registration (pose normalization), the 3D model has been aligned with the test scan.
Since the dense 3D model is available, it is easy to
synthesize new appearance with lighting variations. As
the alignment may not be perfect, small pose variations are
also synthesized in our framework.
Synthesis of pose variations is straightforward by simply
rotating and shifting the 3D model. Lighting is simulated by
adding a virtual light source around the reconstructed face
surface as illustrated in Fig. 10. The position of the light
source is controlled by the distance R between the light
source and the origin of the model coordinate system and
by the azimuth and elevation angles. Different illumination
variations are generated by changing the position of the
light source. Phong shading technique is employed to
render lighting effects on the face surface [44]. Due to the
sensor noise, smoothing filters can be applied to improve
the appearance synthesis results.
Based on the feature points (eye corners and the nose tip)
and registration results, the critical area in the face is
TABLE 2
Test Data Distribution

determined, which is used to automatically crop the
synthesized images. Examples of the cropped synthesized
images are shown in Fig. 11. These images are used in the
following discriminant subspace analysis.

4.2 Linear Discriminant Subspace Analysis
A two-dimensional face image is considered as a vector by
concatenating each row (or column) of the image. Let X ¼
ðx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xi ; . . . ; xN Þ denote the data matrix, where N is the
number of face images in the training set. Each xi is a face
vector of dimension n, concatenated from a p  p face image,
where n represents the total number of pixels in the face
image, n ¼ p  p. The Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
[45], [40] representation is a linear transformation from the
original image vector to a projection feature vector, i.e.,
T
Y ¼ WLDA
X;

ð3Þ

where Y is the d  N feature vector matrix, d is the
dimension of the feature vector, d  n, and WLDA is the
transformation matrix derived by
WLDA ¼ arg max
W

W T SB W
;
W T SW W

ð4Þ

where SB is the between-class scatter matrix and SW is the
within-class scatter matrix,
SB ¼

c
X

Ni ðmi  mÞðmi  mÞT ;

ð5Þ

i¼1

SW ¼

c X
X
i¼1 xk 2Xi

ðxk  mi Þðxk  mi ÞT :

ð6Þ
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Fig. 14. Some of the 3D face models in the MSU database (top) and the USF database (bottom).

Fig. 15. Representative 2.5D test scans.

TABLE 3
Rank-One Matching Accuracy for Different Categories of Test Scans

The total number of test scans in each category is listed in Table 2. The number of errors is provided in the parenthesis. The weights for the surface
matching and the constrained appearance matching components are set to be equal (i.e.,  ¼ 1 in (7)).

In (5) and (6), Ni is the number of training samples in class i,
c is the number of classes (number of subjects),
m is the
P
mean vector of all the samples, i.e., m ¼ N1 N
x
,
mi is the
i
i¼1
mean vector of samples belonging to class i, and Xi
represents the set of training samples belonging to class i.
In the face recognition problem, the within-class scatter
matrix SW can be singular, due to the fact that the rank of
SW is at most ðN  cÞ and the number of training samples is
generally smaller than the dimensionality of the face image
(number of pixels). In such a situation, PCA [39] can be used
to reduce the dimensionality of the original face image
space [40] prior to applying LDA.
The projection coefficients in LDA are used as the feature
representation of each face image. The matching score
between the test face image and the training image is
calculated as the cosine value of the angle between their
coefficients vectors.

4.3 Dynamic Candidate Selection
In the conventional LDA, all the subjects in the training
database (gallery) are used for subspace construction. When
the number of subjects is large, the complexity of the
recognition problem is increased due to large intra-class
variations and large interclass similarities, resulting in a low
recognition accuracy. However, if the number of subjects in
the gallery is small, the appearance-based method can
provide a relatively good performance. For each individual
test scan, the gallery used for subspace analysis and

matching is dynamically generated based on the output of
the surface matching. Only a small number of subjects is
selected for the appearance-based matching, so that the
number of subjects to be matched to the test scan in LDA is
small. In our experiments, the top M (M ¼ 30) candidates in
the sorted matching list are selected (rank-based selection).

5

INTEGRATION

Surface matching and appearance-based matching provide
two matching metrics based on different cues. Each of them
can be considered as a classifier. Since they explore different
properties of the face object, namely, shape and texture, a
combination of these two classifiers has the potential to
outperform each individual classifier [46]. Another possibility
is to combine these scores using the well-known sum rule after
TABLE 4
Matching Accuracy with Equal Weights for
ICP and LDA Components (i.e.,  ¼ 1 in (7))

The total number of test scans is 598.
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Fig. 16. Surface matching distance distributions.

z-score normalization [47], [48]. We applied the simple
weighted sum rule to integrate the surface matching and
appearance-based matching distances.
MDcomb ¼ MDICP þ   MDLDA ;

ð7Þ

where MDLDA ¼ ð1  MSLDA Þ=2, normalized to ½0; 1,
MSLDA is the matching score generated by the appearance-based matching component, converting the matching
score (similarity) to matching distance (dissimilarity). The
weighting parameter  balances the two matching
components, which can be set beforehand or learned
from an independent validation data set.

6

EXPERIMENTS

AND

DISCUSSION

6.1 Data
Currently, there is no publicly available multiview range
(with registered texture) face database, along with expression variations. All range images (downsampled to 320 
240 with a depth resolution of  0:1mm) were collected
using a Minolta Vivid 910 scanner [17]. The subject stands
in front of the scanner at a distance of about 1.5 m. This
scanner uses structured laser light to construct the face
image in less than one second. Each point in a scan has a
color (r, g, b) as well as a location in 3D space (x, y, z). Each

facial scan has around 18,000 effective points (excluding the
background). Fig. 12 shows the data collection scenario and
an example of these scans.
There are currently 100 subjects in our database (MSU
database). Five scans with neutral expression for each subject
were captured to construct the 3D model. For each subject,
another six scans were captured for testing, including three
scans with neutral expression and three with smiling
expression. The scan protocol used for each subject is
demonstrated in Fig. 13. For a few subjects, we had fewer
than six test scans. In total, the test database consists of
598 independent scans (different from training scans) of the
same 100 subjects. All the scans varied in pose and facial
expression (smiling). In addition to MSU database, another
100 3D full-view face models with neutral expression
captured by the Cyberware scanner [16] are available to us,
which are provided by the University of South Florida (USF)
[49], named USF database. By combining these two databases, we have a total of 200 3D models stored in the gallery
database and 598 2.5D scans for testing. For the USF database,
no 2.5D test scans are available. The test data distribution is
listed in Table 2. Representative 3D models and test scans are
shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively.
We applied the three ICP algorithms, Besl’s [33], Chen’s
[34], and our hybrid ICP, on the entire database. The number
of surface matching errors are 98 (Besl’s), 88 (Chen’s), and
85 (hybrid). Based on these results, we have decided to use the
hybrid ICP algorithm in the following experiments.

6.2 Matching Performance
Based on the three feature points, control points are
automatically sampled for the ICP registration. Fig. 9 showed
the control point sampling scheme. Examples of the registration results were given in Figs. 5c and 5d. The surface
matching was achieved using the distance score produced by
the ICP registration. Our matching process is conducted in
the identification mode. Each scan is matched to all the
3D models stored in the gallery.
Conventional appearance-based algorithms suffer from
large pose changes [1], [14], and their performance depends
on the quality of the alignment. In our matching scheme, after
the surface matching, the test scan and 3D models are aligned,

Fig. 17. Test scans (top row), and the corresponding 3D models correctly matched. The 3D model is shown in a pose similar to the corresponding
test scan.
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Fig. 18. Cumulative matching performance with equal weights for the
surface matching (ICP) and the constrained appearance matching
(LDA) components (i.e.,  ¼ 1). The LDA component is constrained by
the surface matching (ICP) component. The LDA is only applied to the
top 30 candidate models selected in the surface matching stage.

which makes the appearance-based algorithm more feasible.
In the constrained appearance-based matching stage,
although the number of synthesized samples, which are used
as the training samples for the appearance-based methods,
can be arbitrary large in principle, in practice, we only
generate a small number of samples because this synthesis
process and the subsequent LDA need to be conducted
online. In our experiments, four images with different shift
displacements and four images with different lighting
conditions were synthesized. Hence, nine images for each
model are used for the LDA calculation (eight synthesized
versions plus the original one, see Figs. 11b, 11c, 11d, 11e, 11f,
11g, 11h, 11i, and 11j for an example).
The LDA is only applied to the first 30 matched
candidates based on the surface matching distance. By
applying surface matching and constrained appearancebased scheme separately to the data set, we found that the
sets of misclassified test scans are significantly different for
these two matching schemes, implying that these two
schemes are not highly correlated. Therefore, a suitable
fusion of these two schemes has the potential to lead to an
improvement in the matching accuracy.
The performance of the proposed matching scheme
depends on the nature of the test scan. Our current feature
extractor still has difficulties in robustly locating all the
feature points in the test scans with pose variations. In order
to evaluate the proposed matching scheme, we study the
feature extraction and matching components separately. The
coarse alignment here is performed using manually picked
feature points. The matching results are summarized in
Table 3 and explained below:
1.

2.

Frontal Scan with Neutral Expression. In this
category, all test scans are frontal, with neutral
expression, which is similar to the expression contained in the 3D models. The surface matching
achieves 98 percent accuracy on these test scans. The
constrained appearance-based method also achieves
the highest accuracy (86 percent) among all the
categories listed in Table 3, due to the good alignment
results and very little change in the expression. A
combination of surface matching and appearancebased matching gives an accuracy of 99 percent.
Profile Scan with Neutral Expression. Although
both surface matching and appearance-based matching components perform a little bit worse than the
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Fig. 19. Identification accuracy based on the combination strategy with
respect to , the parameter used to balance the surface matching and
appearance matching. A higher accuracy is achieved at  ¼ 2 than the
90 percent accuracy at  ¼ 1.

frontal case, we still attain an accuracy of 96 percent
for the surface matching and 98 percent for the
combination scheme. The lower performance here
compared to the frontal cases is due to the smaller
overlap between the 2.5D test scan and 3D models.
3. Scans with Smiling Expression. Regardless of pose
variations, the expression changes, which change the
facial shape, decrease the surface matching accuracy
drastically. This is mainly because our ICP-based
surface matching is focused on extracting the rigid
transformation parameters, while the facial expression change is a typical nonrigid transformation.
Although the appearance-based method can handle
the facial expression changes to some extent, its
performance depends on the quality of the alignment
(pose normalization), which is provided by the surface
matching component. Still, surface matching and
appearance-based matching augment each other and
their combination leads to 81 percent accuracy.
The expression change affects both sides of the face.
According to our current control point sampling
scheme, the frontal case has a larger facial area whose
shape is changed more by the expression than the
profile views. This could be one reason for a lower
surface matching accuracy in the frontal smiling
category compared to the profile smiling test scans.
In all the three categories of the test scans, the combination
of surface matching and appearance-based matching outperforms each individual matching component.

6.3 Performance Summary
A summary of the experimental results for the entire data
set consisting of 598 test scans is given in Table 4, running
in the identification mode. Out of the 60 errors over the
entire test database (corresponding to 90 percent accuracy),
54 test scans contain smiling expression. As mentioned
earlier, the expression change leads to nonlinear surface
deformation that is not adequately handled by the rigid
transform-based ICP algorithm. The surface matching
distance distributions for genuine users and impostors are
provided in Fig. 16. Fig. 17 shows four correctly matched
examples using the combined scheme.2
2. Due to IRB regulations, we cannot show all the test subjects in the
database.
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Fig. 20. ROC curves. ICP (all): surface matching on the entire test database; ICP (neutral): surface matching on the test scans with neutral
expression. LDA is applied only after pose normalization by ICP rigid registration. Equal weights (i.e.,  ¼ 1) were applied to the surface matching
(ICP) and the constrained appearance-based matching (LDA) components.

The cumulative match score curves for the three different
matching schemes are provided in Fig. 18. The combination
of surface matching (ICP only) and constrained appearancebased matching (LDA only) consistently outperforms each
individual scheme.
The performance reported in Table 4 is based on setting
equal weights to surface matching and appearance-based
matching distances, i.e., the value of  in (7) is set to 1.
However, there may exist an optimal value of , which
minimizes the number of errors. The performance change
with respect to  is shown in Fig. 19. In practice, the value of
 can be learned from the validation data.
Using the matching distances computed from matching
598 test scans to 200 3D face models, the ROC curves are
generated, which are provided in Fig. 20. The curves are
calculated by setting the same threshold for all the users. A
user-specific threshold could be computed for each user to
yield better performance [50]. Note that the appearancebased matching (LDA) in Fig. 19 relies on the 3D pose
alignment achieved by ICP-based registration.
In our current implementation, matching one test scan to a
3D face model takes about 20 seconds, on an average, using a
Pentium 4 2.8GHz CPU. The speed bottleneck is the nearest
neighbor search in ICP, because the computation required
for sequential (exhaustive) search for one control point is
proportional to N, where N is the number of vertices in the
model. We have integrated the KD-tree structure3 [36], [37]
with the Besl’s ICP algorithm [33]. The expected computation
to perform the nearest-neighbor search for each control point
is then proportional to log N. If we use only Besl’s ICP
algorithm in the surface matching stage instead of the
proposed hybrid ICP algorithm, the entire matching process
can be achieved in approximately 4 seconds with about
2 percent decrease in the identification accuracy. Unlike the
point-to-point (Euclidean) distance-based Besl’s ICP algorithm, the point-to-plane distance-based Chen’s ICP algorithm cannot be integrated with the KD-tree structure. The
nearest-neighbor search in ICP can be implemented in
parallel for each control point, so parallel computation and
hardware accelerators can also be utilized. With the current
3. The KD-tree software package is provided by Guy Shechter.

computation power, the proposed scheme would be more
suitable for identification on a small database or verification
applications. For identification in a large database, fast
screening or indexing approaches would need to be
integrated.

7

CONCLUSIONS

AND

FUTURE WORK

We have presented a face recognition system that matches
2.5D scans of faces with different pose and expression
variations to a database of 3D neutral face models. Both
shape and texture information contained in 3D models are
employed. We propose a combination scheme, which
integrates surface (shape) matching and a constrained
appearance-based method for face matching that complement each other. The surface matching is achieved by a
hybrid ICP scheme. The subsequent appearance-based
identification component is constrained to a small candidate
list generated by the surface matching component, which
reduces the classification complexity. The registered
3D model is utilized to synthesize training samples with
facial appearance variations, which are used for discriminant
subspace analysis. The matching distances obtained by the
two matching components are combined using the weighted
sum rule to make the final decision. Regardless of the pose,
lighting, and expression, given the feature points, the entire
matching scheme is fully automatic, including surface
registration/matching, dynamic candidate list selection,
3D synthesis, sample image cropping, LDA, and appearance-based matching.
This research is an encouraging first step in designing a
system that is capable of recognizing faces with arbitrary
pose. Nonrigid deformation such as expression is a challenge
to the current system. More sophisticated surface matching
schemes are being pursued to improve the surface matching
accuracy [51] and speed. We are exploring 3D models that can
be deformed to deal with nonrigid variations [52], [15]. To
make the entire matching system fully automatic, a more
robust and accurate feature point locator is being developed.
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